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Abstract— Domain adaptation is a promising way to ease
the costly data labeling process in the era of deep learning
(DL). A practical situation is partial domain adaptation (PDA),
where the label space of the target domain is a subset of
that in the source domain. Although existing methods yield
appealing performance in PDA tasks, it is highly presumable
that computation overhead exists in deep PDA models since the
target is only a subtask of the original problem. In this work,
PDA and model compression are seamlessly integrated into a
unified training process. The cross-domain distribution diver-
gence is reduced by minimizing a soft-weighted maximum mean
discrepancy (SWMMD), which is differentiable and functions as
regularization during network training. We use gradient statistics
to compress the overparameterized model to identify and prune
redundant channels based on the corresponding scaling factors
in batch normalization (BN) layers. The experimental results
demonstrate that our method can achieve comparable classifi-
cation performance to state-of-the-art methods on various PDA
tasks, with a significant reduction in model size and computation
overhead.

Index Terms— Deep learning, neural network compression,
transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUPERVISED deep learning (DL) has achieved significant
success in various applications. A common restriction of

conventional DL algorithms is the great demand for labeled
data which is costly. Domain adaptation is a promising solution
to tackle this problem, which leverages rich labeled data in
the source domain to build a model for the target domain
where very limited or even no labeled data are available.
The core idea is to learn domain-invariant representations
such that the cross-domain distribution inconsistency can be
resolved. Thanks to the extraordinary capability of represen-
tation learning of deep models [1]–[3], recent studies show
that the DL models can achieve compelling performance in
domain adaptation [4]–[8].
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Most of the existing DL-based approaches assume that the
source domain and the target domain share identical label
space. More specifically, the class prior distributions in the
source domain are assumed to be the same as that in the target
domain. Thus, a set of approaches are proposed to explicitly
match the distributions using criteria such as maximum mean
discrepancy (MMD) [5], [9]. However, this assumption may
not always hold in practice. Open set domain adaptation
[10], [11] and partial domain adaptation (PDA) [12] are
explored to deal with a more realistic scenario. PDA studies
the situation that the target domain only contains a subset
of categories. While open set domain adaptation introduces
“unknown” classes in the target domain, which do not exist in
the label set of the source domain [10], [13]–[15]. To further
alleviate the assumption of the prior knowledge about the label
sets, another highly related problem is the universal domain
adaption in which there is no prior knowledge imposed on the
label sets of both the domains [16], [17].

In this article, we investigate a practical situation of PDA,
which is challenging since the class prior distributions are no
longer consistent or even far apart between the source and
target domains. Typical MMD-based methods may lead to
negative transfer and notable performance degradation. The
latest advance in PDA is based on adversarial training [8],
[12], [18], [19]. The key idea is to assign different weights to
different classes, where larger weights are assigned to shared
classes and smaller weights are given to outlier classes such
that negative transfer is alleviated and positive transfer is
promoted.

Despite the appealing performance of DL models on PDA,
the execution overhead remains a critical issue for modern
deep neural networks in terms of power consumption and
storage. Intuitively, the number of parameters in a neural
network suggests its representation capability. Therefore, it is
worth exploring model compression for PDA since redundancy
is more likely to exist in this situation. For example, a large
CNN is designed and trained on a large/difficult labeled dataset
(e.g., ImageNet-1000), and it needs to be transferred to a
small/easy dataset (e.g., Office-31). There is a high chance
that the original model is overparameterized for the target
task, which motivates us to compress the model. Network
pruning or model compression removes the parameters in
the network that are useless or even harmful to the target
task, leading to a sparsified neural network. Several previous
works use a mask to the network, and each value in the mask
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional MMD-based approach applied to PDA. Outlier class
(pen, represented by triangle) leads to poor performance due to negative trans-
fer. (b) Proposed approach with SWMMD and model pruning. Simultaneously
improve classification performance and reduce model size.

serves as a scaling factor of a feature map. Then sparsifying
the network is equivalent to sparsifying the mask. The mask
can be trained along with the weights in the network with
certain sparsity-driven regularizations [20]–[22]. As a result,
extra parameters are introduced as masks to the training stage.
Although there is rich literature studying model compression,
most of them are developed for supervised learning, in which
labeled data are needed to guide the pruning or retrain a pruned
model to retain performance. Unfortunately, these methods
cannot be directly applied to domain adaptation scenarios due
to the unavailability of labeled data in the target domain.

In this article, we investigate a new perspective for the
PDA problem, which is combined with model compression.
The model compression and PDA are seamlessly integrated
into a unified training process by iteratively pruning and
training a base network. As a result, a slimmed model is
obtained, and negative transfer can be circumvented. The
resulting model achieves superior performance than general
MMD-based approaches, as shown in Fig. 1. Specifically,
we design two collaborative schemes for network training and
pruning, respectively. On one hand, distribution discrepancy
is bridged by minimizing a soft-weighted MMD (SWMMD)
to learn domain-invariant features and promote knowledge
transfer, which is more effective for the PDA problem than
the hard-weighted scheme. The class weights can be directly
computed for the source domain because the labels are avail-
able. By assigning a soft pseudo label to each sample in the
target domain, the class weights of the target domain are
estimated. Based on the class weights in both the domains,
the shared classes and outlier classes can be distinguished,
and an SWMMD is adopted in training. On the other hand,
a channel pruning scheme is designed on top of network train-
ing. The importance of each channel is evaluated, and those

less critical channels are identified and pruned. In contrast to
other methods that directly evaluate channels, we leverage the
scaling factors in batch normalization (BN) layers based on
Taylor expansion, which uses gradient statistics during back-
propagation. Thus, pruning can be naturally integrated with
model training. Reducing the model size also reduces the
chance of overfitting. Hence, our proposed model can achieve
appealing performance on the target task and is energy-
efficient. In summary, the main contributions of this work are
as follows.

1) The PDA problem is investigated from the model com-
pression perspective using a unified training and pruning
process.

2) Domain discrepancy issue in the PDA problem is
addressed by an SWMMD. It can omit outlier samples
in contrast to conventional MMD and is beneficial
to training convergence compared with hard-weighted
MMD.

3) Model pruning is performed with BN scaling factors
based on Taylor expansion, which can be naturally
integrated into model training.

4) Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
method can reduce both computation and model size
by more than 70% with little performance degradation
compared with the state-of-the-art PDA methods.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

Domain adaptation is a solution to reduce the need and
effort to collect the training data [23]. Since the main issue
is the distribution discrepancy across different domains, many
methods are proposed to match the feature distributions in the
source and target domains [24], [25]. Recently, more efforts on
unsupervised domain adaptation with DL methods have been
witnessed. The first category is based on explicit distribution
matching with a well-defined criterion, e.g., MMD [5], [6],
[26] and central moment discrepancy (CMD) [27]. Alter-
natively, the adversarial training scheme is investigated by
leveraging a domain discriminator [4], [8], [28], assuming
that a good representation for domain transfer is one that
an algorithm cannot distinguish the origin domain. These
methods assume that the label space is fully shared between
the source and target domains, which may not always hold in
PDA. The adversarial training scheme has been studied for
tackling the unsupervised domain adaptation problem [12],
[18], [19], [29]–[31], which introduce dedicated adversarial
learning mechanisms to distinguish instances from different
domains to enable an end-to-end learning of transferable
representations.

B. Model Pruning

To ease the computation and storage overhead of deep
models, various approaches have been used, including quan-
tization [32], low-rank approximation [33], and model prun-
ing [34], [35]. Among these methods, pruning has been the
most widely applied, ranging from nonstructured pruning
to structured pruning. It has attracted more attention since
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potential benefits can be attained from structured pruning, such
as inference acceleration and hardware-friendliness. A sparse
learning algorithm is proposed in [36], which enables learning
a structured sparse network by applying group Lasso regular-
izations during training. Instead of training a sparse model
from scratch, another way is to prune a pretrained model
carefully. Channel pruning and filter pruning are effective
ways for that purpose [20], [35], [37], [38]. Previous works
on network compression focus more on the conventional
supervised learning tasks in a single domain, and there are
few studies showing how network compression can help in
unsupervised domain adaptation tasks. A recent work [39]
proposed a transfer channel pruning (TCP) approach for
domain adaptation models by removing less critical channels
iteratively. However, only an identical label space setting is
explored in [39]. In contrast, our method considers a more
practical scenario, PDA, and can be generalized to domain
adaptation with identical label space as well.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we first elaborate on the proposed SWMMD
for minimizing the cross-domain distribution discrepancy.
Then we introduce a model pruning method to address the
redundancy in PDA models, followed by the overall training
process.

A. Unsupervised PDA With Soft-Weighted MMD

Unsupervised domain adaptation is a challenging task
because the labels in the target domain are not available.
First, we briefly introduce a conventional MMD metric, which
is used to represent the distance between distributions and
is widely used in previous works for unsupervised domain
adaptation [5], [7], [39]. Given the samples from the source
domain Ds and target domain Dt , MMD can be empirically
estimated as follows [9]:

MMD2(Ds,Dt ) =
������

1

ns
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xi ∈Ds

φ(xi) − 1

nt

�
x j ∈Dt

φ
�
x j

�
������

2

H

(1)

where H denotes the reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS), and φ(·) represents the feature mapping from sam-
ples to RKHS and is associated with Gaussian kernel. ns and
nt represent the number of samples in the source and target
domains, respectively.

Previous works apply MMD based on the assumption that
the label space is fully shared between the source and target
domains. However, in PDA where the assumption does not
hold, the MMD-based methods cannot be directly applied.
Specifically, class prior distributions are significantly different
between the source and target domains since a certain number
of classes do not even exist in the target domain. To make
MMD effective, a sample xi ∈ Ds needs to be distinguished
whether it belongs to shared classes or outlier classes and
relies on the samples in shared classes for knowledge transfer.
However, it is not easy since which categories are shared is
unknown. To handle this, we design a weighting mechanism
at the class level to identify the shared classes and the outlier

classes, which can be converted into instance level and lead
to a weighted MMD criterion to tackle the PDA problem.
A related approach is studied to address the class bias [7] by
reweighting classes in label space. PDA can be seen as an
extreme case of class bias.

Let s and t denote the label space of the source domain
and the target domain, respectively. Then Yt ⊂ Ys is the
condition in PDA. Denote the weights of classes as a vector
w ∈ R

|Cs |. Let w(s)
c and w(t)

c denote the weight of class c ∈ Ys

in the source domain and the target domain, respectively. Since
the labels of the source domain are available, the number
of samples for each class c in the source domain can be
obtained, denoted by n(s)

c , then the weight of class c in the
source domain is calculated as w(s)

c = n(s)
c /n(s), where n(s)

is the total number of samples in the source domain. Note
w(t)

c = 0 for c ∈ s\ t . Let rc = w(t)
c /w(s)

c . Given a set
of samples {(x(s)

i , y(s)
i )} drawn from the source domain and

{x(t)
j } drawn from the target domain, the weighted MMD is

empirically estimated as
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Typically, MMD is implemented as a loss layer in the
network and integrated with training. In each training iteration,
a hard pseudo label y �

j is assigned to each sample x j ∈ Dt .
An estimation of the class prior in the target domain is
obtained based on the percentage of each class. However, it did
not work well in PDA. The reasons are twofold: 1) assigning
hard pseudo labels to the samples x j ∈ Dt makes the process
easily get stuck at the local optima if the hard labels are wrong
from the very beginning, and it is very likely to happen since
the network is not well-trained and hence not discriminative
enough and 2) due to the missing categories in t , several
elements in r could go to 0, which is equivalent to omitting
part of the samples xi ∈ Ds when calculating the weighted
MMD based on (2). In this case, the number of effective
samples to calculate MMD may be very small, making MMD
not an effective estimation for distribution discrepancy if
combined with reason 1), thus leading to inferior results.
Detailed statistics and results will be presented in Section IV.

To address this issue, we assign soft pseudo labels instead of
hard labels to the target samples, based on which an SWMMD
is calculated as a regularization for training. In contrast to
assigning a specific class y �

j ∈ s to a target sample x j ∈ Dt ,
the soft pseudo label is assigned based on the posterior distrib-
ution. Given an input x, a network f (W, ·). The corresponding
output is y = f (W, x), where y ∈ R

| s |. To get the hard
label (i.e., one-hot vector), we can apply the argmax function
to decide the index. To get the soft pseudo label ỹ, we use
the posterior predictive distribution, which is calculated by
applying the Softmax function on the output of the network.
ỹ = Softmax(y) = Softmax( f (W, x)), where ỹ ∈ R

| s |
and can be regarded as the posterior predictive distribution
of the classes. Then the class weights of the target domain
w(t) ∈ R

| s | are estimated by averaging the soft pseudo labels
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over all the samples x j ∈ Dt . Denote the parameters as W
and the entire forward computation as f (W, ·), we have

w(t) = 1

nt

nt�
j=1

ỹ j = 1

nt

nt�
j=1

Softmax
�

f
�
W, x j

��
(3)

where ỹ ∈ R
| s | is the posterior predictive distribution, i.e., soft

pseudo label, of a sample x j ∈ Dt . Then the soft-label-based
class weights r ∈ R

| s | are calculated as mentioned before.
Recall that the weighted MMD can be calculated as (2) as
long as the class weights are provided. Therefore, SWMMD
can be similarly calculated based on (2) using the soft-label-
based class weights r.

The loss function of the network contains a supervised
classification loss Lcl on the source domain data {(x(s)

i , y(s)
i )}

and SWMMD [see (2)] as regularization. The classification
loss is formulated as

Lcl = − 1

ns

�
xi ∈Ds

| s |�
c=1
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�
ỹi,c

�
(4)

where ỹi and y(s)
i is the prediction posterior distribution and

the one-hot encoded label of data xi , and ỹi,c is the predicted
probability of being class c.

In addition, an entropy minimization principle [40] is
included, which is to minimize the entropy over the posterior
predictive probability of the samples on the target domain and
is formulated as

Len = 1

nt
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x j ∈Dt

⎛
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| s |�
c=1

ỹ j,c log ỹ j,c

⎞
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Therefore, the training loss is written as

L = Lcl + β · SWMMD2(Ds,Dt ) + γ · Len. (6)

During training, the class weights r and model parameters
W are alternatively updated. r is updated at the start of each
iteration using the up-to-date parameters W in the network.
Then the loss is calculated [see (6)] and back-propagated to
update model parameters W.

B. Model Pruning for Unsupervised PDA

In addition to achieving high performance on the target
tasks, the execution overhead should also be taken into con-
sideration since redundancy is highly speculated to exist in
the base networks of the PDA model. To ease the overhead
and remove redundancy in the network for PDA, a channel
pruning method is introduced for a complement.

BN [41] is widely applied in conventional DNNs to facil-
itate training. In this work, we adopt a pruning scheme
by exploiting the statistics in BN layers to directly prune
redundant channels without introducing extra training weights.
Regarding the PDA task, it is revealed in AdaBN [42] that BN
layers contain the traits of the data domain, which suggests
that manipulating the BN layers could be effective for DA
problems. Moreover, pruning channels in a feature map are
equivalent to setting the corresponding scaling factors to
0. Compared with other channel pruning methods such as

TCP [39], the implementation of pruning BN scaling factors
is much easier. Therefore, in this work, statistics in the BN
layers are leveraged for channel pruning without introducing
extra parameters.

Essentially, redundant channels are supposed to impact the
least to the training loss compared with other important ones,
based on which the model pruning can be formulated as an
optimization problem. The objective is to minimize the loss
change after removing a set of channels. For a network with
BN layers, removing a channel Xi, j (the j th channel in the
i th layer) is equivalent to setting the corresponding BN scaling
factor γi, j as 0. To facilitate the analysis, let � = {γi, j } denote
the full set of the BN scaling factors in the network. Given a
set of pruning candidates �� ⊂ �, let function h(��) denote
the loss change after setting γ ∈ �� to 0. The objective is to
find such a subset of � such that the loss change is minimized

min
�� h

�
���

s.t. �� ⊂ �

h
�
��� = |L�

W, �� = 0
� − L�

W, ���|
card

�
��� = P (7)

where L(W, �� = 0) and L(W, ��) represent the corre-
sponding loss for those channels that are pruned and kept,
respectively. P is the number of channels to be removed each
time. card(��) is the total number of elements in ��.

Solving this combinatorial problem exactly requires exhaus-
tively evaluating all the possible combinations of P channels,
which is not practical due to intensive computation. Instead,
we use a greedy methodology based on the Taylor expansion
for selection. A similar approach has been studied to prune
individual parameters in the network [43]. We transform this
approach to tackle channel pruning based on BN scaling
factors. In contrast to evaluating a subset �� in the network,
we first evaluate each individual scaling factor and rank
them based on their impacts. Then a subset �� is formed by
selecting P items with the most negligible impacts. The Taylor
expansion for an infinitely differentiable function f (x) at point
x = a is represented as follows:

f (x) =
P�

p=0

f (p)(a)

p! (x − a)p + Rp(x). (8)

Therefore, the loss function L(W, γi, j ) near γi, j = 0 can be
approximated as follows:

L�
W, γi, j = 0

� = L�
W, γi, j

� − δL
δγi, j

γi, j + R1
�
γi, j = 0

�
. (9)

Here, R1(γi, j = 0) is the Lagrange form remainder which is
neglected due to the heavy computation required and marginal
impacts on the results [43]. Then h(γi, j ) can be approximated
with

h
�
γi, j

� =
����

δL
δγi, j

γi, j

����. (10)

The first term can be derived in backward computation, and
the second term is the current value of the scaling factor, and
thus (10) can be computed efficiently.
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Fig. 2. Overall training process.

C. Overall Training Steps

With the introduced training loss and pruning criterion, the
training and compression of the PDA model can be seamlessly
integrated into a single-stage process. The overall training
process is illustrated in Fig. 2. The pretrained network is first
loaded as initialization. Then fine-tuning and pruning itera-
tively were performed. In the fine-tuning stage, (6) is used as
the loss function. Specifically, pruning is performed for every
T epochs of model training, where T is user-defined. After
fine-tuning, the accuracy and the model size are evaluated.
Since the target domain does not associate with any labels,
we can only acquire some labels on a small portion of images
in the target domain to do evaluation. Since the accuracy may
degrade as more channels are pruned, we monitor the accuracy
gap on the small portion of images between the current model
and the preceding one, which reflects whether the pruning still
leads to a robust model. The satisfaction threshold is set as
5%. If the gap is satisfactory, then the pruning step begins,
including channel impact evaluation and redundancy removal.
Otherwise, the training will exit and we use the model obtained
from the former iteration as the final result to conduct the final
testing and get the performance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Setup

Four public datasets are adopted in our experiments, includ-
ing Office-31 [46], Office-Home [47], ImageCLEF-DA [48],
and DomainNet [49]. There are in total 31 categories and
4652 images in Office-31. The images are divided into three
distinct domains, including Amazon (A), Webcam (W), and
DSLR (D). There are ten categories that are shared between
Caltech-256 and Office-31. Then we use these shared ten
categories only in each domain of Office-31 as the target
domain, and thus we can build six PDA tasks: A31-D10,
A31-W10, W31-D10, W31-A10, D31-W10, and D31-A10.

ImageCLEF-DA is a benchmark for the ImageCLEF
2014 domain adaptation challenge. It contains four domains
which are formed by selecting images from four public
datasets, including Caltech-256 (C), ImageNet ILSVRC 2012
(I), Pascal VOC 2012 (P), and Bing (B). Each domain consists
of 12 categories, and each category contains 50 images. There-
fore, we build 12 PDA tasks: I12-P6, P12-I6, I12-C6,

Fig. 3. Inference latency comparison between the original networks and
pruned networks. T1: Resnet-50 on the Office31 dataset; T3: Resnet-50 on the
Office-Home dataset; T3: Resnet-50 on the ImageCLEF dataset; T4: VGG-16
on the Office31 dataset; T5: VGG-16 on the ImageCLEF dataset.

C12-I6, P12-C6, C12-P6, B12-C6, B12-P6, B12-I6,
I12-B6, C12-B6, and I12-B6.

Office-Home [47] contains four domains of distinct styles:
Artistic, Clip Art, Product, and Real-World, which are denoted
as A, C, P, and R, respectively. There are 65 object categories
in each domain. We use images from the first 25 classes
in alphabetical order as the target domain and images from
all the 65 classes as the source domain for PDA. Then
we obtain 12 PDA tasks: A65-C25, A65-P25, A65-R25,
C65-A25, C65-P25, C65-R25, P65-A25, P65-C25,
P65-R25, R65-A25, R65-C25, and R65-P25.

DomainNet [49] is another large-scale challenging dataset,
composed of six domains with 345 classes. Following [50],
we use four domains with 126 classes, including Clipart,
Painting, Real, and Sketch. The first 40 classes in alphabetical
order are selected to build the target domain, and all the
classes are used as the source domain. Therefore, we can also
obtain 12 PDA tasks on the DomainNet dataset.

We compare the performance of the proposed approach
with other state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adapta-
tion and network compression methods, including fine-
tuned CNN, deep adaptation network (DAN) [5], weighted
domain adaptation network (WDAN) [7], selective adver-
sarial networks (SANs) [12], example transfer networks
(ETNs) [19], and TCP [39]. Note that importance weighted
GAN (IWGAN) [18] is also a method for PDA. ETN [19] has
made a comparison with [18] on the same tasks, in which [18]
is dominated by ETN or SAN. So we only list SAN and
ETN as baselines for comparison. We use the same backbone
network as the baseline method in each task.

We implement all the approaches based on PyTorch. The
training starts from VGG-16 and ResNet-50 model pretrained
on ImageNet. The SWMMD layer is added before the last
fully connected layer. We use mini-batch stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) with a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay
of 5 × 10−4. The number of epochs for fine-tuning is 15.
The learning rate is dynamically adjusted during the training
process using the rule applied in [12]: lr = lr0/(1 + 1.5t)τ ,
where lr0 = 10−3, τ = 0.75, and t ∈ [0, 15] is the current
epoch number. The user-defined penalty weights of SWMMD
loss and entropy loss are gradually increasing during training.
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE OFFICE-31 DATASET WITH VGG-16 AS THE BASE NETWORK

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE OFFICE-31 DATASET WITH RESNET-50 AS THE BASE NETWORK

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE OFFICE-HOME DATASET WITH RESNET-50 AS THE BASE NETWORK

A similar way is applied in TCP [39]. Since model training
should focus on the source data first, the cross-entropy loss
should be relatively large. As the knowledge is retrieved
during optimization, the model should switch to focus on the
target dataset, and the SWMMD loss and the entropy loss
should have larger weights. The update rule of the coefficients
β and γ in (6) is set as 2/(1 + e−i/I ) − 1, where I is the
total number of training iterations and i ∈ [0, I ] is the current
iteration. The number of channels pruned P is set to 128. The
specific hyperparameters are selected through cross-validation.

B. Results

In our experiments, three metrics are leveraged for eval-
uation on the PDA tasks, including classification accuracy

on the target domain, model size, and total floating-point
operations (FLOPs) of a complete inference. The FLOPs in
a convolutional layer are calculated as 2H W (CinK 2 + 1)Cout,
where H , W , and Cin are height, width, and number of
channels of the input feature map, respectively. K is the
kernel width and height, and Cout is the number of channels
of the output feature map. For a fully connected layer,
the FLOPs are (2I − 1)O, where I and O are the input
dimensionality and the output dimensionality of that layer,
respectively.

First, we compare the performance of our method with
WDAN, SAN, ETN, and TCP on the six PDA tasks of the
Office-31 dataset, which is presented in Tables I and II. We use
the model size and FLOPs of the original base networks
as baselines and demonstrate model size and computation
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TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE ON IMAGECLEF-DA WITH VGG-16 AS BASE NETWORK

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE ON IMAGECLEF-DA WITH RESNET-50 AS BASE NETWORK

TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE DOMAINNET DATASET WITH RESNET-50 AS THE BASE NETWORK

reduction. The negative transfer can be circumvented well
in SAN and ETN. However, once the network is trained,
the model size computation overhead is the same as the
original base network (i.e., VGG-16 or ResNet-50). TCP only
considers fully shared label space between domains. Thus,

the negative transfer issue is not well-addressed, leading to
significant accuracy degradation when models become smaller.
With the proposed SWMMD and pruning methods, all the
three aspects are taken good care of. For comparison, we also
disable the pruning process and train the network for PDA
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Fig. 4. Accuracy versus FLOPs reduction on Office-31. Left: VGG-16 as base network. Right: ResNet-50 as base network.

Fig. 5. Accuracy versus FLOPs reduction on ImageCLEF-DA. Left: VGG-16 as base network; Right: ResNet-50 as base network.

(“Ours-Pr” in Tables I and II). Nearly 80% of FLOPs and
more than 62% of parameters are reduced with less than
1% accuracy degradation compared with ETN. Notably, the
accuracy results shown in Table I achieve the same level or
even outperform ETN on specific tasks, which validates that
the redundancy does exist and removing that can be beneficial
to PDA. In addition, when ResNet-50 serves as the base
network, 70% of parameters and 62% of FLOPs are reduced
with only 1.3% loss on performance, which indicates that
the proposed approach can generalize well to different CNN
architectures.

Next, we compare the performance with the baseline method
in the Office-Home dataset. We use the same backbone net-
work as the baseline method SAN [12] and ETN [19], which
is ResNet-50. The results are presented in Table III. It can be
observed that although Office-Home is a much larger dataset,
the proposed method can still achieve compelling accuracy
with a substantial reduction in model size. Notably, enabling
model pruning can achieve a nearly 70% reduction in model
size and nearly 60% reduction on FLOPs, at the cost of
merely 0.2% loss on classification accuracy. Moreover, the
performance of the pruned network can still outperform all
the baseline methods.

On the ImageCLEF-DA dataset, there are 12 tasks per-
formed, including six tasks presented in TCP [39] and addi-
tional six tasks involving domain B. When comparing with
the baseline methods SAN [12] and WDAN [7], we use
the same backbone network, which is ResNet-50. DAN [5]
ignores the change in the class prior distribution, and hence
it will lead to negative transfer in PDA settings. Therefore,
using base networks directly to perform domain adaptation
can achieve higher accuracy than DAN. Suppose we do not
apply the pruning process and only train the base network

Fig. 6. Ablation for SWMMD and entropy minimization. Trade-off between
FLOPs’ reduction and accuracy on D31-A10.

with the SWMMD scheme. In that case, it can be observed
from Tables IV and V that the accuracy can be improved
by a large margin, which validates the effectiveness of the
SWMMD method on negative transfer alleviation. If further
combined with pruning, the redundancy is proven to exist and
can be removed substantially. When the FLOPs are reduced
by nearly 60%, the number of parameters can be reduced by
more than 50% on VGG-16 and nearly 70% on ResNet-50.

In addition, higher accuracy can be attained on VGG-16
when the pruning process is enabled, even though the prun-
ing ratio is as large as 60%, revealing that massive redun-
dancy exists in VGG-16. For ResNet-50, the accuracy slightly
degrades when the pruning ratio is 60%, as shown in Table V,
which indicates that the redundancy issue is less severe than
VGG-16 but still exists.

We also tested the proposed approach on the DomainNet
dataset with ResNet-50 as the backbone. We keep the settings
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Fig. 7. t-SNE visualization on learned features on A31-W10. (a) ResNet-50. (b) DAN with ResNet-50. (c) Ours.

TABLE VII

ACCURACY WHEN FLOPS ARE REDUCED BY 60% WITH DIFFERENT η

to be the same as other experiments and present the results in
Table VI. If we do not apply the pruning step, the accuracy
outperforms that of the other baseline methods. If pruning is
enabled, eventually the FLOPs can be reduced by 30% and the
number of parameters can be reduced by 40% with only 3%
loss on performance. While comparing with other methods,
the pruned model still demonstrates a fairly good accuracy.

To demonstrate more benefits of network compression,
we further compare the inference latency between the original
and compressed networks. As mentioned before, the compar-
ison is conducted using both the VGG-16 network and the
ResNet-50 network on various datasets. To ensure the mea-
sured latency is convincing, the inference is carried out on the
entire dataset, and the overall runtime is recorded. The batch
size remains the same all the time. Fig. 3 demonstrates the
comparison of the normalized inference latency for different
tasks with different networks. It can be observed that the
latency of compressed VGG-16 can be reduced by nearly 50%
compared with the original one, indicating a 2× speed-up.
While the latency of compressed ResNet-50 can be reduced
by roughly 40% compared with the original ResNet-50. The
results show that compression can also help achieve faster
computation.

C. Analysis

1) Pruning Impacts on the Accuracy: Intuitively, only
when there exists considerable redundancy can we find
that smaller size can boost the performance. To analyze
whether the assumed intensive redundancy exists in PDA,
the trade-off curves can provide insight into this problem.
The relationship curves on the Office-31 dataset are shown
in Fig. 4. With VGG-16 as the base network, three tasks
(D31-A10, D31-W10, and A31-D10) reflect an obvious
trade-off between accuracy and computation. During training,

we set the exit condition as 80% reduction in FLOPs so that
we can get a full view of the performance variations. The
accuracy of the W31-D10 task keeps steady all the time until
FLOPs are reduced by 80%, which validates the existence
of significant redundancy. On the A31-W10 and W31-A10
tasks, there is even an increase in the accuracy as models get
smaller. These observations reflect that transferring a sizeable
pretrained model to a small-scale task is unnecessary, and
slimming a model can be beneficial to both performance and
efficiency. With ResNet-50 as the base network, noticeable
trade-offs are observed in four out of six tasks. We set the exit
condition as 70% reduction in FLOPs. Similarly, the accuracy
of the A31-W10 and W31-D10 tasks are not impacted by
the model size. While on ImageCLEF-DA, the trade-offs are
reflected in nearly all the tasks on both bottleneck networks.
Despite the performance degradation on end, which may be
because pruning is already very aggressive, all the curves
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 keep steady for a while, indicating
the room and the necessity of performing model pruning.

2) Ablation Study: We proposed a specialized SWMMD
formulation for PDA. In addition, there is another entropy
minimization loss in (6). It is essential to conduct ablation
studies for these components, denoted as w/o MMD and w/o
EM, respectively. Moreover, we also compare with the pruning
convergence compared with using the conventional MMD
(denoted as w/MMD). During training, we set the exit condition
as 70% reduction in FLOPs. We presented the accuracy versus
FLOPs’ reduction curve in Fig. 6. It can be observed that the
performance degrades significantly when either SWMMD or
entropy minimization is removed.

3) Impact of Parameters: In the proposed approach and
experimental settings, we use an adaptive learning rate scaling
which has a hyperparameter η. We then test its impact on the
performance on the six PDA tasks in the Office-31 dataset.
We use ResNet-50 as the backbone and evaluate the accuracy
on each task when FLOPs are reduced by 60%. η is increased
from 0.25 to 1. It can be seen from Table VII that the accuracy
is under subtle change (<1%) with respect to this scaling
parameter.

4) Feature Visualization: We visualize the learned represen-
tations to demonstrate the effectiveness of different methods
with the t-SNE method [51]. The representations learned in
two tasks are presented, including A31-W10 on Office-31
and C12-P6 on ImageCLEF-DA, as shown in Fig. 7 and 8,
respectively. Orange dots and green dots represent the shared
classes between the source and target domains. Blue dots
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Fig. 8. t-SNE visualization on learned features on C12-P6. (a) ResNet-50. (b) DAN with ResNet-50. (c) Ours.

represent outlier classes. Strong alignment between orange
dots and green dots indicates the effective circumvention of
negative transfer. It can be observed that Figs. 7(a) and 8(a)
show better alignment than Figs. 7(b) and 8(b), which is
expected. Figs. 7(c) and 8(c) show the strongest alignment,
which suggests the advantage of the proposed method.

V. CONCLUSION

This article presents a new perspective on the challenging
PDA problem by integrating with neural network compression.
An SWMMD is applied to match the cross-domain distribution
when the label spaces are not identical in the source and
target domains. On top of that, a channel pruning method is
developed to iteratively prune channels based on the corre-
sponding scaling factors in the BN layer. The experimental
results indicate the proposed approach can simultaneously
achieve compelling accuracy, smaller model size, and fewer
computations compared with other model pruning and domain
adaptation works. We hope this article will stimulate more
future research in this area.
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